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Terrathel Adler

Terrathel Adler is a player character played by aistiva.

Terrathel Adler

Species & Gender: Female Random Alien
Date of Birth: 21日 5月 YE 20
Organization: S.A.W.
Occupation: Warden

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: NSS “Wrath Of Nepleslia”

Physical Description

Height: 5’4”
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Weight: 120 lbs
Hair color: White
Eye color: Vibrant green

Overall a slender and small woman, physically she is almost the complete opposite to her personality,
one could say she almost appears delicate. She has a narrow face with long pointed ears that are both
pierced. Her left one with two gold loops & her right with only a single. Her skin is pale, almost a ghostly
shade of white with pristine ivory hair to match that is almost always pulled up in a high ponytail. To find
Terrathel with her hair down may almost be considered a rare sighting. Her eyes, contrast against her
pale complexion, are a vibrant emerald. And where the rest of her features may remain stiff and
otherwise cold her eyes seem to burn like hellfire.

Personality

At first glance, the first chatter of rumors that dance from ear to ear it is well known by many that
Terrathel is a hardened individual, nothing more than consistently annoyed by the activity of life around
her. The walls she has built up around herself are hard to miss, and she tends to keep to herself until
approached first.

Alongside her general bitter and serious nature, Terra has a silent aggressive unwavering air about her,
commanding respect without asking for it; in the way that she carries herself and speaks. She can be
defiant, stubborn and difficult, though even with these traits in mind is not one to argue. Handling
matters in a way that is most of the time quiet and calculated.

Beneath her hard shell, there is something within Terrathel that suggests she may truly seek connection
with others. And once her trust and loyalty are earned, they become nearly impossible to lose.

Terrathel & her canines: A special piece about Terrathel worthy of noting, her bond with all of her
canines; past & present is unmatched, it is in them she finds her closest friends and loyal guardians. She
always keeps two, and when they pass; chooses another set of two and raises them up again. The wolves
never stray far, being taught to heel at a young age they know almost nothing but to stick close to her
side and most of the time can be found with one on each side if she is out and about. Or they will settle
down in close vicinity when relaxing. While each canine is an individual; due to their nature & the way
they are raised they are protective over her; although will not attack unless commanded they may
become stiff and alert or may even growl and show teeth around strangers.

History

Terrathel was born in YE 20 in the Forest City of Trisylvania, Yamatai. Her father a defector of the
Abwheran Nobility, he took two loyal Maulwurfhund with him, before seeking refuge on the Planet
Yamatai. Seeking to Cross the Forests of Trisylvania, he met her mother, a tree elf. There he stayed with
his hounds. Raising two children. Terrathel and her Elder Brother as he became an adult, Erinthel fell into
a life most would seem unsavory, causing him to eventually leave the planet in search of a better place
to sustain his lifestyle. Though close to his baby sister, Terra never knew why her brother left. Prompting
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her to leave just prior to her mandatory service notice. Attempting to kill two birds with one stone.
Getting off planet to find her brother and to stay in her body instead of an uploaded Military body.

Current Maulwurfhund’s Faust & Ritter (Both males; 2 years old.) Black fur & black mane, thick coats,
very wolf-like in appearance. Tails left natural. Gold eyes. Fausts ears stand completely upright and
Ritters are almost flawless except for a slight slant in his right ear and Ritter is slightly (unnoticeably)
smaller. Without knowing the pair personally Ritters ear is the only way to tell the two apart. Faust tends
to be the more serious and dominant of the pair, intolerant and stubborn. Ritter however is faster to
warm up to people, more tolerant and displays behaviors that are more puppy-like.

Skills Learned

Communication: Abwheran, trade and Yamatai-go Extensive knowledge on Maulwurfhunds, including
breeding, handling & training of the K-9’s

Social Connections

Terrathel Adler is connected to:

Mother: Arathel
Father: Joachim Von Adler
Brother: Erinthel “Ghost” Adler

Inventory & Finance

Terrathel Adler has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment
Terrathel Adler currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by aistiva on 12, 07 2020 at 16:54 using the Character Template Form.

In the case aistiva becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
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Character Owner aistiva
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Character Data
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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